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Word Search

Cricket - love it or hate it, it’s got some of the strangest terminology of any game. If you know what more
than 20 of the terms below mean, you’re smarter than we are! Words can go
diagonally forwards and backwards. Dink the Pie-chucker and send the Chinese Mut a Googly!

Shell Acusations
continued from page 5

Ashes
Batting average
Bouncer
Bowling average
Castled
Chin music
Chinaman
Chinese mut
Chip shot
Cow shot
Dead ball
Diamond duck
Dink
Dipper
Dolly

Doosra
Duckworth-Lewis
method
Featherbed
Ferret
Fifer
Flat-track bully
Flipper
Floater
French cut
Gazunder
Golden pair
Googly
Gouging
Grafting

Curry explodes at
35,000 feet

A
stewardess
caused
£20,000 of damage on a jumbo
jet when her curry exploded in a
microwave at 35,000ft.
The transatlantic flight from
Heathrow carried on to Miami
after cabin crew grabbed a fire
extinguisher to douse the
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Half century
Hawk-eye
Hoik
Hoodoos
Howzat
In-swing
Innings
Leg before wicket
Leg slip
Maiden over
Medium-pace
Mullygruber
No ball
Off spin
Opener

blazing oven, reports The Sun.
British Airways insisted there
was no threat to passengers'
safety - although the Boeing 747
needed days of repairs.
The air hostess was heating
up a ready meal she bought
from a supermarket when the
curry exploded.
BA has now banned staff
from using new high-powered

Over
Pie chucker
Side on
Slice
Spin bowling
Stump
Tail-ender
Top spin
Triple nelson
Underarm
Wicket-keeper
Windy wush
Yorker

The Shell Company has declined this at
the present time. After issuing a statement
denying all accusations, Shell is now
cooperating with authorities and has
designated a team to conduct its own
internal investigations. This includes
investigators of ethics and compliance,
internal auditors and representatives of
the manufacturing department.
A Shell internal report apparently
from March, states that Refidomsa
incorrectly handled the information of
freight costs on three occasions in relation
to fuel imports, and indicates these were
not isolated cases but possibly ‘a practice
that extends to the variety of products that
Refidomsa buys’. The report also admits
there were instances where ‘the freight
was influenced.’ The report sites that ‘the
errors (detected in invoicing) are not
systemic’. The report was sent to Ruben
Montas, Refidomsa’s president.
The government asked for the removal
of three Shell officials, one of which has
left the country.
In July 2006 Shell announced a
decision to sell the company to the state.
At that time the secretary of Industry and
Commerce stated that the sale was not due
to any internal problems. In January of
this year the New York Times reported a
sale of the refinery concluded in London.
The Times stated that the buyers could
call the purchase the ‘treasure’ as it was
one of the biggest corporate deals in
decades with a lump sum of US$1.63
billion.

microwaves in club class
kitchens for non-airline food on
its fleet of jumbos.
A secret memo emailed to all
BA long-haul crews - entitled
"Microwave incident" - warns
that
grub
needs
special
packaging because the ovens
are twice as strong as domestic
ones. It says the incident with
the curry had "disastrous
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consequences". One BA
employee said: "Many cabin
crew like to bring their own
meals to eat.
"At first we thought the
microwaves were a godsend.
But this unfortunate incident has
left us with egg on our faces."
BA stressed: "At no time was
there any danger to passengers
or the aircraft."
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